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Abstract 
Suppose {Xn}n>~l are stochastic processes all of whose paths are nonnegative and lie in the 
space of right continuous functions with finite left limits. Moreover, assume that Xn (properly 
normalized) converges weakly to a process X, i.e., for some deterministic function # and 0n ~ 0, 
O;](Xn - ~) ~-~ x. 
This paper considers the description of the weak limiting behavior of the sequence of first 
passage processes )(~-l(t)= inf{x : )?n(x)~> t} where Xn(x)= p(nx)X,(x) and p(.) is such 
that )(n(x) has nondecreasing paths. We present a number of important motivating examples 
including empirical processes associated with U-statistics, empirical excursions above a given 
barrier, stopping rules in renewal theory and weak convergence in extreme value theory and point 
out the wide applicability of our result. Weak functional limit theorems for general quantile-type 
processes are derived. In addition, we investigate the asymptotic behavior of integrated kernel 
quantiles and establish: (i) an invariance principle; (ii) a strong law of large numbers; and (iii) a 
Bahadur-type r presentation which has many consequences, among which is a law of the iterated 
logarithm. 
Keywords: Weak convergence; First passage processes; Empirical and quantile processes; U- 
staistics tructure; Integrated kernel quantiles; Bahadur epresentation 
AMS classification." Primary 62G05; Secondary 60F05, 62G30 
1. Introduction 
In many areas of probability and statistics, there has been a long-standing need to 
prove weak convergence of inverse processes. For example, classical quantile processes 
have been investigated (from probabilistic as well as statistical points of  view) by many 
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authors and a powerful iterature is now available. For surveying theoretical results and 
applications we refer to Csfirg6 and Rrvrsz (1981), Csrrg6 (1983), and Shorack and 
Wellner (1986). 
The present investigation deals for the most part with the problem of weak conver- 
gence of a sequence of first passage processes to a continuous limiting process but, in 
order to include applications of weak convergence of maximal processes to extremal 
processes in Section 3, d ~ in Skorohod's M1 topology is used. (For an excellent dis- 
cussion of the M1 topology the reader is referred to Whitt (1980).) Let {Xn(x)}n ~>1 be a 
sequence of stochastic processes all of whose paths are nonnegative and lie in the space 
Dr( -cc,  ~)  of right continuous functions with finite left limits on ( -oo,  ~) .  Important 
--1 
in many applications is the behavior of the sequence of first passage processes X n 
associated with Xn which is formed by inversion as follows. Define X~(x)=p(nx~,(x)  
for some nonnegative function p(-) E Dr(-~,oo) such that for n ~> 1, Xn(x) has non- 
~-- I  
decreasing paths. Set X n (t)=inf{x :)~n(X) ~> t} and assume for the moment hat )(n l 
is well defined in a closed subinterval of [0, oo). In many applications the process Xn 
is naturally generated by a sample {~1 .. . . .  ~n} corresponding to a sequence ~1,~2 .... 
of i.i.d, random variables. In many instances of large sample theory, one is interested 
--1 
in showing that X,  (properly normalized), regarded as a random element with values 
in De(l) (= the set of all left continuous functions on a finite subinterval I of [0, +oo) 
with right limits), converges weakly to a limiting process on I. Here, it should be re- 
marked that various specialized results dealing with weak convergence of first passage 
processes have been obtained by several authors and in this respect he contributions 
of Vervaat (1972) and Whitt (1980) are particularly helpful in understanding the rela- 
tionship between increasing processes and their inverses (see also Shorack and Wellner 
(1986) in connection with the weak convergence of the quantile process corresponding 
to the product-limit estimator). We should also note that when p(-) is nondecreasing, 
the monotonicity assumption on X, is not critical since we can first consider the supre- 
mum process X~t(x)= SUPo<,~<~xXn(s ) (Vervaat, 1972; Whitt, 1980) and then proceed 
to invert )(,(x) = p(nX~nt(X). It should be pointed out that the result embodied by 
Theorem 2.1 has a history and precursors and particular forms of it were more or less 
available to those "in the know" (see e.g., Shorack and Wellner, 1986, pp. 657-659 
or Massey and WhiR, 1994, where Theorem 5.1 there has some of the flavor of part 
of Theorem 2.1 here). However, in our opinion, the full potential of the basic weak 
convergence r sults was never achieved and, in view of recent work on quantile and 
related processes, another look at the questions of weak convergence seems justified. 
In this paper we broaden the work of the above mentioned authors with the intention 
to provide a general basic framework for treatment of weak convergence of sequences 
of first passage processes with special emphasis on general quantile processes. 
To provide a few explanatory comments on the method used, it should be noted 
--1 
that a direct approach to the weak convergence of X n may cause serious technical 
difficulties. To bypass this aspect, an indirect route is adopted by focussing to reduce 
the problem to a search for weak convergence of the Xn processes. Indeed, one moti- 
vation for this paper was to stress the usefulness and the simplicity of such a method; 
see Vervaat (1972), Whitt (1980) (and also Shorack and Wellner, 1986) for a more 
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detailed account. In order to illustrate this aspect, it is worth pointing out that in their 
monograph, Shorack and Wellner (1986) have made a far reaching investigation of 
various kinds of empirical processes and in many instances they proved, for special 
constructions of the random variables 4x .... , fin inducing An, a result of the form 
sup I v~(X , (x )  - 7(x)) -X(x) [  ~ 0 (1.1) 
a<~x<~b 
for an appropriate centering function y(.) and a continuous process X(-). 
This paper starts with an attempt o derive the limiting distribution of a sequence 
of first passage processes by showing that such a result is entailed by the specialized 
statement (1.1). In Section 2, we present a unified, self-contained treatment of weak 
convergence of sequences of first passage processes in a more general framework. 
The main message of our paper is that if the weak asymptotic behavior of Xn is 
well tractable (using intrinsic properties of X,), then the weak asymptotic behavior of 
the first passage process X n can be inferred from the corresponding result for An. It 
should be noted that there are many contexts in statistics where a substantial proportion 
of statistical theory is devoted to establish a weak invariance principle for an X,-like 
process but where the corresponding results for the inverse process are not available. 
In all such cases the result serves to demonstrate he close links which exist between ._~ 
weak convergence of X~ and weak convergence of X n 
In more detail, the probabilistic and statistical significance of the present paper de- 
rives from the following contributions. 
(i) We obtain a general invariance principle which has a very wide range of statis- 
tical applications and which unifies the theory of weak convergence of sequences of 
first passage processes. 
(ii) We illustrate the versatility of our results (i) by giving versions of weak in- 
variance principles for U-statistic quantile processes, perturbed quantiles, conditional 
quantile processes, empirical excursions above a given barrier, stopping rules in re- 
newal theory and maximal processes and we stress that these problems have not been 
previously considered and that these results are new. Other cases, such as the length 
of the shorths (handled previously by Gffibel (1988) by a different approach) may be 
treated in an identical manner (Section 3). 
(iii) We apply the result described in (i) to a general class of integrated kernel 
quantiles. In the past decade there has been considerable interest in the study of smooth 
sample quantiles as competitors to classical quantiles in smooth statistical models (Falk, 
1984, 1985; Yang, 1985; Veraverbeke, 1987; Gijbels and Veraverbeke, 1988; etc.). The 
rationale for considering such competitors i motivated in part by the possible lack of 
second order efficiency of classical sample quantiles when the random model follows 
smooth probability laws and also by the success achieved in bootstrap approximations 
where smooth quantiles yield improved speed of convergence. For a full account of 
these facts we refer to the monograph of Reiss (1989). We prove a general invariance 
principle which broadly extends all previously known results and provides a basic 
framework for treatment of the wide class of integrated kernel quantiles. In addition, 
for the nonclassical empirical d.f. which is of U-statistic structure we obtain strong 
consistency and an almost sure asymptotic representation for integrated kernel quantiles. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our main result on the 
weak convergence of sequences of first passage processes in a general framework. In 
Section 3 we discuss selected novel statistical applications together with previously 
known results. These examples are intended only as a guide and are not exhaustive. 
Finally, in Section 4 we concentrate on a further general application of the theory to 
the study of integrated kernel quantiles. In addition, we show that under some (reason- 
able) conditions, a U-statistics integrated kernel quantile (a) is strongly consistent; and 
(b) enjoys a strong Bahadur epresentation which allows us, for example, to obtain a 
law of the iterated logarithm, thus broadly extending results well known for classical 
sample quantiles. 
2. Weak convergence 
Let C[~, fl] denote the space of continuous functions on [~, fl]. As a word of nota- 
tional convention, if {Un}n~>l is a sequence of random functions in Dr[~,B] (= the 
set of all right continuous functions on [0t, fl] with left limits) and U is a random 
element in C[~, fl], we write Un ~ U on [~, fl] to express weak convergence in prob- 
ability (uniform on Ice, ill) i.e., sup,.<x.< # I Un(x) -  U(x)[ e 0. A similar interpretation 
is adopted when Un is in Dt[~,fl]. 
Let {Xn(')}n~>l be a sequence of nonnegative stochastic processes on a common 
probability space with paths in Dr(-C¢, c~) and suppose that there are positive norming 
constants On ~ 0 as n ~ c¢, a centering nonnegative function #(.) E C[a,b] and a 
continuous process X(.) such that 
Xn-# P X on [a,b], (2.1) 
On 
where -oo  < a < b < c~ are given real numbers. The intermediate statement (2.1) was 
inspired by (1.1) and is considered in order to avoid inessential technical complications 
related to weak convergence onsiderations. In practice, if (2.1) is not directly available, 
one establishes the classical variant of (2.1) 
x"  - ~ a ,  x '  (2.1)* 
0, 
in the sense of weak convergence in distribution on Dr[a, b] and then one uses the 
Skorokhod-Dudley construction toreplace (2.1)* by (2.1) for the appropriate equivalent 
processes Xn d XI n and x d x '. 
In order to state and prove our main result of this section we shall need the following 
assumptions: 
(A) there exists a nonnegative function p(.) E Dr(-c¢,  c¢) such that 
(i) .~n(x) - p(nx~n(x) has nondecreasing paths; 
(ii) su n .< ~ f(x) =o(0,)  v,~x<~b p(n) - as n ~ oo for some nonnegative function f(.)  E 
C[a,b]; and 
(iii) ~k(x) = f(x)kt(x) is strictly increasing, differentiable on (a,b) such that 
9 = ~ kt o ~k -1 is positive and continuous on [c,d] = ~k[a,b]. 
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The stage is now set to formulate the statement of our main result. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (2.1) holds and (A) is satisfied. Then for any c < d' < d 
g[--nl(P(n)')-~-lJ[X'] ~-d( f f - ' )X (~b- ' )  on [c,d']. (2.2) 
0, 
Remark 1. It should be observed that from (2.4) it follows suPc~<t~< d IYn(t) - t[ ~ 0 
a.s. where Y, =ff,(qfl)/p(x). This in turn implies that for each c < d ~ < d, y-1 is 
well defined on [c,d'] for all sufficiently large n (in this connection, we point out a 
small error in the statement of Exercise 1 as given by Shorack and Wellner, 1986, 
p. 659). Therefore, )(nl(p(n) ") is well defined as a random element of D¢[c, dl], the 
space of all left continuous functions on [c, d ~] with right limits. 
2. If Am(.) is monotone for each n~>l, we may specialize to the case 
p(x) -~ d(x) --= 1. This is the situation in Applications 1-5 of Section 3 drawn 
mainly from the theory of quantile processes. Observe that conditions (A)(i) and 
(ii) are fulfilled in this case. It should be emphasized however that the norming 
function p is not limited to the choice of a constant and this is illustrated in Ap- 
plications 6-8 of Section 3 which provide examples in support of the full force of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. We begin by first noting that in (2.1) and (2.2) we can replace convergence 
in probability by almost sure convergence (uniformly on [a,b]) because convergence 
in probability of a sequence of random variables {11,} to Y takes place if and only if 
every subsequence ontains a subsequence which converges to Y a.s. 
Observe that 
sup 
a~x~b 
era!x, tx~ - ¢(x)tffx) p(n) n~ J 
O, 
- ~(x)X(x) 
( sup  Id(x)l) ( sup Xn(x)-#(x) ,,a<.x<.~ ,,a<.x<.~ O. X(x) ) 
+(  sup IX,(x)]) ( sup p(nx)-d(x)  /O , ) .  (2.3) 
\a<~x<~b \a<~x<~b p(n) 
We have 
X.(x)  2 ~(x) X (x )  sup IX,(x)[ ~< 0, sup 0, WOn sup IX(x)l + sup [p(x) I
a<~x<~b a<~x<~b a<<.x<~b a~x<~b 
from which it follows (in view of (2.1) and (A)(ii)) that the second term on the right 
side of (2.3) converges to zero a.s. Then, on using a change of variable according to 
x = ~O-l(t), (2.1) and (2.3) together yield 
Xn(~ -1 (t))/p(n)on - t (t))X(~O_l (t)) (2.4) sup - d(~ -I , 0 a.s. 
c<~t<~d 
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By (2.4) and Lemma 1 of Vervaat (1972) with obvious modifications to cover the 
present case, it follows that 
(~-1  
o(n) ) ( t ) - t  
sup + (( f f - l ( t ) )X(~-l(t ) )  ,0 a.s. (2.5) 
c<~t<~d I On 
Note that 
inf { u : "~n(~/-l(u))/9(/'/) 
and so, by (2.5) 
#;(Xn] (p(n)t)) - t sup 
c~t~d'  On 
>~ t} = ~bO(~l (/9(n)t )) 
Put 
+ e(q,-~(t))x(q,-l(t)) I --~ 0 a.s. 
g(,) Ix;'(/9(.),)-  (en |(/9(.),))-, 
Zn(t) = On and Z,~(t) = 0, 
Write 
(2.6) 
sup 
c~t <~d ~
[Z,(t)-Z~(t)l ~< ( sup IZ~(t)l) ( sup I h(~-l(t))-h(~l/-l(tn)) 
(2.11) 
Zn(t) = Z~(t)W,(t)9(t). (2.7) 
From (2.7) we get 
fl-nl(P(n)t) - ~k-l(t) = [~()(nl(p(n)t)) - t]Wn(t) 
and if we replace )?~-~ (p(n)t) by ~k-l(~b(X~ -  (p(n)t))), then we can apply the one-term 
Taylor expansion to obtain 
w.(t) = a-4,-~ dt (t)l,=,o, (2.8) 
where t, -----t,(t, ~o) is such that 
~(2-#~(p(,)t)) A t < t, < q'(~?,-~(p(,)O)v t. 
Plugging (2.8) into (2.7) we find with h = ~b' 
Zn(t) - Zn(t ) = Z;(t) { h(~b-l(t)) - h(~b-t(tn)) "~ h-~2q (~ ,j , (2.9) 
where 
t t .  - t[ <~ [~(k~l(p(n)t)) - tl. (2.1o) 
Hence, by (2.9) 
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We have 
sup IZ*(t)l ~< sup [Z*(t) + E(qfl(t))X(~k-l(t))] 
c<~t~d' c<~t<~d' 
+ sup ]t~(~b-l(t))X(Ip-l(t))l (2.12) 
c<~t~d ~ 
and on account of (2,6), the first term on the RHS of (2.12) converges to zero a.s. 
Furthermore, by writing O(f(~l(p(n)t)) - t = OnZ~(t), we see from (2.10) that 
sup It.(t) - t[ ~< O, sup Iz~(t)l ,0  a.s., (2.13) 
c<~t<~d' c<~t<~d' 
where the a.s. convergence follows from (2.6), (2.12) and the fact that 0, + 0 as 
n --+ o(3. 
Combining (2.13) with (A)(iii) which implies uniform continuity over [c,d'], we 
obtain 
sup 9(t)--g(tn(t)) ~ 0 a.s. (2.14) 
c<~t~d' 9(t,(t)) 
Then, (2.9), (2.12) and (2.14) together imply 
sup IZn(t) - Z~(t)] -----+ 0 a.s. (2.15) 
c<~t <<.d ~
and the result follows from this last step (2.15) and (2.6). 
3. Appl icat ions 
In this section we show the usefulness of our approach by presenting selected applica- 
tions for which the result developed in Theorem 2.1 may help to provide a probabilistic 
underpinning for inferential statistical procedures which rely on invariance principles. 
Appl icat ion 1 (Weak convergence of U-statistic quantile processes). Let ~1, ~2 .... 
be i.i.d, random variables with d.f. F and let m ~> 1 be a fixed integer. Consider the 
empirical d.f. of U-statistic structure 
= (n) - '#{( /1  . . . . .  ;m):  1 .< il < . . .  < im n, Hm( i, . . . . .   io) --< x} ,  
\ m / 
where Hm is an m-variate symmetric real valued function. Serfling (1980, 1984) dis- 
covered several interesting applications of the corresponding empirical process 
<m>(X)  = V ~ [H(m>(x) - H(m)(x ) ] ,  
where H(m)(x)= P{Hm(~l . . . . .  ~)  ~< x}. The case m = 1 corresponds to the standard 
empirical process for which weak convergence r sults in weighted sup-norm metrics 
have been obtained by Chibisov (1964), O'Reilly (1974) and Shorack (1979) (see also 
Shorack and Wellner (1986) and the references therein). For m >/2, Silverman (1983) 
has applied the Koml6s-Major-Tusn~dy construction for proving weak convergence 
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of Z(~ m) in weighted supremum metrics on the space Dr(-C~,oo) endowed with the 
Skorokhod topology. Accordingly, if 
EHZm(¢~ . . . . .  ~m) < ~ and Var{EHm(¢l . . . . .  Cm[~l)} > 0, 
there exists a special construction of the random variables Hm(~il . . . . .  ~im ) and a normal 
process Z with mean 0 and 
cov[Z(x),Z(y)] = coy [P(Hm(~I . . . . .  ~m) ~ X[~I), e(Hm(~l . . . . .  ~m) ~ Y[~I)] 
such that 
sup Iz(~m)(x)-Z(x)[ > 0 a.s. (3.1) 
- -OO <~X ~ (X) 
(Silverman, 1983; Shorack and Wellner, 1986; Akritas, 1986). 
So, by (3.1) we see that the a.s. version of (2. I ) holds with Xn =H (m), #(x)=H(m)(x) 
and 0n =n-1/2. Thus, if H ('n) has a density h (m) such that 9 =- h(m)°( H(m))- 1 is positive 
and continuous on [c,d] C [0, 1], by Theorem 2.1 a limit law ensues for the U-statistic 
quantile process 
Vn(t) ---- V ~ O(t) [(H(m))-l(t) - (H(m)) - l ( t ) ]  
and we have 
sup [Vn(t)-  V(t)[ > 0 a.s. (3.2) 
c~t~d ~
with c < d' < d, where V(t) = -Z((H(m))- l (t)) .  
This example is interesting, in part, because it complements previous work by 
Janssen, Serfling and Veraverbeke (Janssen et al., 1984). To illustrate this aspect, 
suppose that one is interested in estimating a functional T(H (m)) by Fn = T(H(n m)) and 
the goal is to establish the asymptotic normality (a.n.) of Fn. Then Janssen et al. have 
shown that the verification of the conditions ensuring the a.n. result can be reduced to 
establishing that 
sup IRn(t)[ -- oe(n-½) (3.2)* 
c~t~d 
for appropriate 0 < c < d < 1, where 
Rn(t) : (H(n m))-I (t) - (H (m))-I (t) - (t - H(n m) ((H(m))-l(t)) ) /9(t). 
Now, from the above, we see that (3.2)* can be obtained in a natural way from (3.1) 
with a change of variable x=(H(m))- l ( t )  and (3.2). The result (3.2) will be applied in 
Section 4 to obtain weak functional limit theorems for the integrated quantile stimator 
of U-statistic structure. 
Application 2 (Perturbed empirical quantiles). A fundamental problem in nonpara- 
metric statistics is to directly estimate the d.f. F of a random sample 41 . . . . .  ~n by a 
random distribution F,~. Traditionally, F,~ has been taken to be the empirical d.f. Fn 
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(cf. Application 1 with m = 1 ). Very often, however, when data points reflect a possible 
smooth d.f., it is more natural and desirable to use a smooth perturbation of the e.d.f. 
as an estimator of F rather than the discontinuous random function Fn. A perturbed 
e.d.f, estimator F ,  based on 31 . . . . .  4, is defined as 16,(x)= n -l  ~i"=l Gn(x- ~i) where 
{G,},>~I is a sequence of smooth d.f.'s converging weakly to the unit mass at zero. 
Typical examples of interest include kernel type estimators (Nadaraya, 1964; Winter, 
1979). These estimators are known to have a better asymptotic performance than that 
of Fn in the sense of asymptotic relative deficiency (Reiss, 1981; Falk, 1983). 
If F satisfies a Lipschitz condition and the sequence {Gn }n~>l fulfills 
v~ f Ixl dGn(x) , 0 as n ~ oo, 
it is known (Nixdorf, 1985) that 
x/n(P~ -F )  a ,X, (3.3) 
where X(x) = W°(F(x)) with W°= a Brownian bridge in C[0, 1]. 
Thus, if F has a density f such that g - f o F -1 is positive and continuous on 
[c,d] C [0, 1], in view of Theorem 2.1 and the Skorohkod-Dudley theorem we get (for 
a special construction) that 
v~g[ /O~-1-F  -1] ~W ° on [c ,d ' ] , c<d '<d.  (3.4) 
In a similar way we can approach the weak convergence of quantile processes cor- 
responding to recursive perturbations of the e.d.f, as considered by Nixdorf. 
Application 3 (The length of the shorths). In the present example we consider the 
length of the shortest interval which contains at least a fraction t of the sample 
(0 < t < 1). More precisely, suppose ~1,~2,... are i.i.d, with d.f. F and density f 
and consider the shortest -part of the sample 31, ~2,... i.e. 
I21n(t) = inf {~n, i+ j  - -  ~n,i : 1 <~ i <~ i + j <~ n, (.1" + 1)/n >1 t} , 
where ~n,l ~< ~,2 <~... ~< ~,n are the ordered statistics. 
It is notable that Hn(t) may be regarded as a functional of the e.d.f. Fn via Hn(t) = 
inf{2 > 0 : G,(2) >~ t} where G,(2)=sup{F,(x+2)-F,(x) : -o~<x<c~} denotes the 
empirical concentration function. In order to study the asymptotic behavior of/-)n(t) as 
n~oo,  let 0<t0<q< 1 be given and assume the following regularity on the density f :  
f > 0, f is increasing on ( -oo ,0)  and symmetric about 0; f~ exists and f~ 
>/co on (a,b) where co > 0 and - oe < a < b < 0;F(a) < ½(1 - tl) 
and F(b) > ½(1 - to). (3.5) 
By choosing 0 < 20 < 21 such that 2F(a) < 2F(- -~ ) < 1 -  tl, and 1 -  to < 2F( -~)  
< 2F(b), if G(2) = sup{F(x + 2) - F(x); - c~ < x < cxz} denotes the concentration 
function corresponding to F, it follows from Griibel (1988, Theorem 2) that 
v/n((~n - G) a_~ X on Dr[20,~l], (3.6) 
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where X is a normal process with mean 0 and covariance cov{X(2),X(lt)} = 3F( ) )+ 
^--1 
3F(~) - 4F(~-)F(~) +F(~ ~-) - F (~)  - 2. Now, since H,(t)  = G, (t), by (3.5), 
(3.6) and the Skoroldaod-Dudley theorem we have on account of Theorem 2.1 that 
x/-n(/~n -H)  d y on D:[to, tl], (3.7) 
where Y is a normal process with mean zero and covariance 
cov{ Y(t), Y(s)} : (t + s - 2ts + t A s - t V s) / [29 ( ~- f  ) 9 ( l~)  ] , 
where # - f o F -~. This result agrees with the main theorem of Griibel (1988, 
Theorem 3) who obtained it by using a different proof based on the concept of compact 
differentiation of statistical functionals. 
Application 4 (Conditional quantile processes). Suppose that we have i.i.d, observa- 
tions (X1,Y1),...,(Xn, Yn) in E2 with d.f. H(x,y)= P{X1 <<.x, Yl <<.y}. Recent 
developments in nonparametric regression provide a strong support to investigate 
the conditional d.f. m(ylxo) = P{Y1 <~ ylX1 = x0} at a fixed point x0. Letting Fn(x) 
denote the empirical d.f. of X1 . . . . .  Xn, Stute (1986) proposed the nearest-neighbour 
type estimator 
Einl I{Yi <~ y}K (Fn(xo)~Fn(Xi)), 
rnn(ylxo ) = 
where K is a smooth probability kernel and an > 0 represents a sequence of bandwidths 
such that an ---+ 0 as n --* c~. Under appropriate r gularity conditions, he proved that the 
process n~/-ff~n [ran (" Ix0) - mn(' Ix0)] converges weakly to a time-transformed Brownian 
bridge, where 
l f l(u <~ y)K (F(x°)z F(U)) duH(x,u) ~n(y[xo) = a--~ 
and F(x)=P{XI ~< x}. In addition, he considered conditional sample quantiles and ob- 
tained their asymptotic normality (Stute, 1986, Theorem 3). The problem of estimating 
conditional quantile functions has been addressed by several authors. Chaudhuri (1991) 
gives relevant references and comments on them in 
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2. (i) suPlt_sl<~ 6 Im(tlx)- m(slx) I =o(( log~- l )  -1 ) as 6--~ 0 uniformly in a neigh- 
borhood of x0. 
(ii) for each y, m(yl. ) is twice continuously differentiable in a neighborhood J 
of  x0 such that SUPxcj SUpy [m"(ylx)l < ~.  
3. K >~ O, f K(u)du = 1, f uK(u)du = 0 and K is twice continuously differentiable 
vanishing outside a finite interval. 
4. na 5 > 0 as n -~ cx~. 
5. m(.Ix0) is differentiable such that g ~ qo o m -1 (.Ix0) is positive and continuous on 
[c,d] C [0, 1] where ~p(u) = ~m(ylxo)ly=u. 
Under assumptions 1-5, we can apply Corollary 2 of Stute (1986) together with 
Theorem 2.1 to infer that 
g(.)q~(.) d, y on D:[c,d'], c < d' < d, (3.8) 
where Y is a Gaussian process on [0, 1] with cov{Y(u), Y(v)} = (u A v -  uv)fK2(t)dt.  
Application 5 (Residual empirical process). Our setting will be that of an explosive 
autoregressive process given by 
~o=0, ~i=P~i- l+ci ,  Ipl > 1, i~> 1, (3.9) 
where e is a r.v. with d.f. F and the ci's are independent copies of e. This model arises 
in time series analysis and has been discussed previously by many authors including 
Basawa and Scott (1983) and more recently by Koul and Levental (1989). The object 
is to estimate a p-  quantile F -1 (p)  of the d.f. F on the basis of the observed ~t . . . . .  ~n. 
First, one starts by selecting an estimator f~ of p based on ~1 . . . . .  ~n which satisfies 
pn(~_ p)= Op(nl/2). (Clearly, the classical least square estimator of p is a popular 
candidate which meets this requirement.) Next, with the help of ~ one constructs the 
residual empirical process associated with the explosive autoregressive model (3.9) 
Xn(x) :n - l#{1 ~i~n,~i -P~i -1  ~<x}, -o~3 <x < (x3. (3.10) 
In order to estimate F- l (p) ,  one can schedule to use the inverse process X~-l(t) evalu- 
ated at t=p. From Theorem 1 of Koul and Levental (1989), i fE  log+(lel) < c~ and F 
has a uniformly bounded derivative f > 0 a.e., it follows that v/-n(Xn-F) converges in 
distribution to B(F(.)) where B is the Brownian bridge on [0, 1] - and in this case our 
Theorem 2.1 applies ensuring B as the limiting process of v~f (F  -1 )(X~ -1 -F  -1 ). This 
invariance principle embodies the weak asymptotic behavior of the residual empirical 
quantile process and the asymptotic normality of Xn  1 (p)  follows immediately. 
In the following examples, we discuss the implications of Theorem 2.1 in a variety 
of different settings by focussing on cases with nonconstant norming function p. 
Application 6 (An empirical excursion above a given boundary). For a variety of 
reasons, it is sometimes of interest to describe the behavior of the first passage time 
Tn(t) = inf{s > 0 : Fn(s)>~ tO(s)}, t > 0, at which an e.d.f. Fn passes (crosses) a 
certain boundary (here 9(')  is nonincreasing with l ims~ g(s) < 1). Now, apart from 
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exceptional cases, explicit formulae are not available and asymptotic approximations 
become important. Since the class of admissible barriers is rather large and in order to 
simplify the presentation, we consider first the case in which g (s )=s  -1/2 and 41 . . . . .  ~ 
are uniform (0, 1) r.v.'s whose empirical d.f. is Fn: 
n/n 
3/n 
2In 
1/n 
O' 
i 
i i i 
I I i- 
S 
Fig. 1. 
Here ~nl ~ ~n2 ~ ... ~< ~n~ denote the uniform order statistics. In view of the well 
known fact 
x /n(F~- I )  d W o, 
where I is the identity function on [0, 1] and W ° is the Brownian bridge in C[0, 1], on 
choosing p(x)= : (x )= v ~, it is immediately obvious that assumption (A) of Theorem 
2.1 holds. We get from Theorem 2.1 that for all 0 < c < d < 1 
x/n(T~ - 2) ~ Z on [c,d], (3.11) 
where 2(0 = ~ and Z = -2 (W°  o 2). 
In a more general setting, we can work with a smooth d.f. F and a positive norming 
function on (0,co) that varies regularly at infinity with exponent v > 0, i.e., p(x)= 
xVL(x) with L(.) increasing, slowly varying at infinity and such that for x > 0 
v~ L(~) 1 L(n) - ~ 0 as n --~ exp. (3.12) 
As a nonconstant example of  L satisfying (3.12) consider L(x )=x/ (x  + 1). To verify 
(ii) of  (A) we should recall the well-known fact that statement (3.12) for each x > 0 
entails uniform convergence on any [a,b] C (0, c~). 
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Proceeding as above we obtain from (2.2) a limiting result for Vn(t)= inf{x • 
L(n) lX--V~, Fn(x) >I L(~x) ~" 
Application 7 (A stoppin9 rule in renewal theory). Let ~1, ~2 . . . .  be a sequence of non- 
S Ct'~-X-~[t] ~k ( [ ' ]= integer part) and assume that for some -oo  < 0 < negative r.v.'s, ~ J--Z_,k=~ 
+c~ and tr >0 
S(n.) - not d 
, W, (3.13) 
where W is the Wiener process on [0,o~). I fE (~ l )=0 > 0 and 0 < ff2=Var(~l) < oo, 
Donsker's theorem asserts that (3.13) holds if ~1,32 .... are i.i.d. Suppose that our goal 
is to investigate the stopping rule defined for c > 0 by 
z(e) = inf{t > 0 : S(t) >~ c/t}. 
This stopping variable may arise in certain problems in probability and statistics, 
e.g. sequential statistical procedures (see Gut (1974), p. 293), where the finiteness of 
moments of a similar stopping rule was analyzed). This is a setting where p(x)={(x)= 1
and on account of Theorem 2.1 the following functional central imit theorem obtains: 
z(n 2 . ) -no)  d W', (3.14) 
(20)- 10"v/n 
where co(t) = v~ and W' = -W o co. 
Application 8 (Extreme value theory). This example is interesting, in part, because 
it illustrates that a variant of our functional central imit theorem can hold with non- 
continuous limiting process. In the present setting, let {Xn(t), t ~> 0} be a sequence 
of stochastic processes with paths lying in the subset of nondecreasing, nonnegative 
unbounded functions of D[0, ~) .  In view of the anticipated interest on examples from 
extreme value theory and the fact that in this case the limit processes are no longer con- 
tinuous, the appropriate topology to use is Skorohod's (1956) M1 topology on D[0, c~) 
(Vervaat, 1972; WhiR, 1980). 
Assume that there exists #(-) on [0, cx~) strictly increasing, differentiable with/~(0) >~ 0 
such that for positive norming constants 0n ~ 0 as n --~ c~ 
(Xn - #)On 1 a X(M1) (3.15) 
for some random element X of D[0,oo). Further, suppose that p(.) is a nonnegative 
nondecreasing function, regularly varying at infinity with index v > 0 such that 
l im 0n l (p(nx) ) n--*~ \ p(x) x v =0 for allx > 0. (3.16) 
Then, since Ml convergence in D[0, c~) can be reduced to M1 convergence in D[a, b] 
for all 0 <~ a < b < eo which are continuity points of the limit, an inspection of the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 reveals that under (3.15) and (3.16) a similar technique is 
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applicable with Vervaat's Lemma 1 replaced by Theorem 7.5 of Whitt (1980) and 
yields 
g[.~nl(p(n)  ") -- ~b-l(')] d 
, Y (MI), (3.17) 
0n 
where X n is defined here by k~- l ( t ) - - in f{x  "Xn(x)  > t}, y--~b'o~' -1, ~b(x)=xVp(x) 
and Y( t )=- (~b- l ( t ) )vX(~b- l ( t ) ) .  
As an illustration of the potential applications of (3.17), consider a sequence {~, }n ~>1 
of i . i .d.r.v. 's with d.f. F for which, if Mn = max(~l . . . . .  ¢n), there exists an > 0 and 
bn such that as n ~ ¢x~ 
P{an l (Mn - bn) <~ x} , G~(x) for - ¢xD < x < c~, (3.18) 
where 
exp( - ( -x )~) ,  x < 0 for some c¢ > 0. G~(x) [ 1, x>~0 
Interesting examples of d.f.'s for which (3.18) holds include (i) polynomial growth at 
a finite endpoint d.f. F(x )  = 1 - C(xo - x)  ~ if xo - C 1/~ <<. x <<. xo and (ii) truncated 
exponential d.f. F(x )  = C(1 - e -x)  if 0 ~< x ~< x0 (with C = (1 - e-X°)- l) .  
It is well known (Resnick, 1987, p. 59) that if one sets XF =sup{x:F (x )  < 1}, then 
XF < :xD and one can take bn ----- XF and an : XF  - -  ~n with Yn = F -  t ( 1 - ~ ). Furthermore, 
from the theory of extremal processes (Lamperti, 1964; Resnick, 1987, Chapter 4) if 
Xn(t) = Mint], t > 0 with M[s] = ~1, if 0 < s < 1, the appropriate limiting process to 
consider is the extremal process X generated by G~ and we infer 
Xn - -XF  d 
, X (M1) .  (3.19) 
XF -- ~n 
Therefore, if p satisfies (3.16) with On =xv  -Yn, a weak limit emerges for 
Wn( t )= in f  x > O : M[,~] > p~-~ t . 
In closing, we should remark that alternative xamples from renewal theory with lim- 
iting stable processes could also be built upon (3.17). 
Remark. Our treatment could include further applications of interest based on many 
highly interesting examples which are now available in the literature (see e.g., Shorack 
and Wellner, 1986). However, we leave these implicit since their treatment would 
follow a pattern similar to the examples already developed. 
4. Integrated kernel quantiles 
Consider the basic problem of estimating a functional p(x) = #(x,F)  of a d.f. F 
by an estimator Pn(X) and assume that #(.) and /zn(.) are nondecreasing, nonnegative 
elements of Dr ( -eo ,  oo) such that l imx~/zn(x )  = ~ > 0. Without loss of generality 
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we shall assume ~ = 1. In many statistical models it is plausible that Pn is consistent 
in the sense that x/~[pn(x)- p(x)] converges weakly to a normal process over a finite 
interval [a, b] and in this case, the equally important weak asymptotic behavior of the 
corresponding quantile process x/-n[#~-l(t) - p-l(t)] can be inferred via Theorem 2.1. 
An interesting competitor to #~-~(t) which may provide increased second order effi- 
ciency is the generalized integrated (empiric) kernel quantile estimator 
J0'l 1 1 ( t - s )  ~n Qn(t)= t~ n (s)~nk ds, (4.1) 
where {2n} is a sequence of positive constants (windows), 2, --~ 0 as n ~ ~x~ and 
k is a known kernel function (k >7 O, fk  = 1). In the case when p(x,F)=F(x) and 
lt,(x) = F~(x)= the e.d.f., this estimator has been proposed by Parzen (1979) and its 
asymptotic properties have been studied by Falk (1984, 1985) and Yang (1985). In 
the censored case, this kernel-type stimator has been studied by Padgett (1986), Lio, 
Padgett and Yu (1986) and Gijbels and Veraverbeke (1988). Moreover, Veraverbeke 
(1987) extended the study of Qn(t) to the case when #, = the empirical d.f. of U- 
statistic structure H(n m) of Application 1 in Section 3. 
The aim of this section is twofold. First, the purpose is to apply Theorem 2.1 
to establish an invariance principle for the integrated kernel quantile estimator, thus 
broadly generalizing and extending the work of the authors mentioned above. We 
then take up the asymptotic analysis of Qn(t) a few steps further by proving: (a) a 
strong law of large numbers; and (b) a strong Bahadur epresentation theorem which 
has many asymptotic applications beyond asymptotic normality such as laws of the 
iterated logarithm and functional central imit results. 
We begin by concentrating on developing eneral conditions that will ensure weak 
convergence of Q~(t), 0 < t < 1. In the next theorem, we establish a form of the 
invariance principle which generalizes all previously known results. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that #(.) has a derivative f which is positive and continuous 
on [a,b]. Let p[a,b]=[c,d]. Suppose that the kernel k has a finite support C [-c0, c0], 
f xk(x)dx= 0 and f x2k(x)dx < oe. In addition, let the sequence of windows atisfy 
n24~0 as n ~ c~. 
If 
sup lx /n[kt , (x) -#(x)] -X(x)  I e~ 0 (or a.e.) (4.2) 
a<<.x<~b 
for some normal process X, then for each e > 0 
sup ix/-~[Qn(t ) _ / _ l ( t ) ] _  y(t) I e 0 (or a.e.), (4.3) 
c+e<~t<~d--e 
where Y(t) - X(l~-l(t))/f(l~-l(t)). 
Proofl By using a change of variable, since k has a finite support C [-co, co], it follows 
that for all n sufficiently large we can write uniformly over [c,d]: 
f0 Qn(t) = #~-l(t - 2nz)k(z)dz. (4.4) 
C0 
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Consider now the decomposition 
x/n{Qn(t) - p- l ( t )}  - Y(t) 
/? = { ~/ -~[ ,21( t  - , t . z )  - ~- l ( t  - ,~ .z ) l  - r(t - ,~ .z )}  k (z )  d~ 
CO 
f /_,-o + v~[p- i ( t  - 2.z) - p-~(t)]k(z)  dz + [Y(t - ~.~z) - Y(t)]k(z) ~ 
¢0 CO 
------ I + II + IlL (4.5) 
Conceming I = I(t), it is easily seen that 
sup II[ ~< sup . [v/-n[p~-l(u)- ~-l (u)] -  Y(u)[ P '  0 (or a.s.) (4.6) 
c+e<~t d -e  c<~u~d 
by (4.2) and Theorem 2.1. 
As to the contribution of I I I=  III(t), if cot denotes the modulus of continuity of Y, 
we have 
sup IIII[ ~< cor(C02n) ,0  a.s. as n ~ oo. (4.7) 
c+e<~t <~d--e 
Finally, under the conditions of the theorem, it can be shown that 
f sup [II[ ~< (const.)x/~2n 2 z2k(z)dz (4.8) c+e<~t<~d-e Co 
and the RHS of (4.8) , 0 as n --~ c~ since n24 ~ 0. We omit the routine details 
which are similar to those used by Veraverbeke (1987, bottom of p. 178 - top of 
p. 179). Combining (4.5)-(4.8) gives the desired result. 
Theorem 4.1 immediately gives asymptotic normality results for Qn(t) for a fixed t. 
We now focus our attention on the kernel-type stimator Qn(t) (for a fixed 0 < t < 1) 
corresponding to a U-statistic structure as previously defined in Application 1 of Sec- 
tion 3. In closing this section, our purpose is to establish strong consistency together 
with a strong Bahadur (a.s.) representation from which many useful applications may 
be considered. These results are of independent interest and are not dependent on the 
rest of the paper. We stress that these results are new even in the case that Hn (m) reduces 
to the usual e.d.f. Fn. In our asymptotic approach we build upon the insightful treatment 
of Choudhury and Serfling (1988) who introduced and studied the generalized order 
statistics Wn,1 <~ Wn,2 <<.... <~ Wn, n(m~ which are the ordered values of H(m)(~il . . . . .  ~im) 
taken over the n(m)= n(n -  1) . . . (n -  m + 1) m-tuples ( it , . . . , im) of distinct elements 
from {1 . . . . .  n}. 
Let (H(m))-l(t) = ¢t and assume that 
~t is the unique solution of H(m)(x - )  ~ t ~ H(m)(x). (4.9) 
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To obtain that Qn(t) ~ ~t a.s., we start by noting the identity of events {n(m)(y) ~ t} 
= { W~,k, ~< Y } where 
kn = kn(t) = ~ n(m)t if n(,n)t = integer, (4.10) ( [n(m)t + 1] otherwise 
(here [.] : integer part). 
Now, by arguments imilar to those which led to the proof of Lemma 3.1 of 
Choudhury and Serfling (1988), it can be shown that under (4.9), if {En} is a se- 
quence of integers (1 <~ E, ~< n(m)) such that En/n(m) ---+ t as n ~ cxz, then 
Wn,fn > ~t a.s. (4.11) 
Next, observe that for all n sufficiently large 
Wn,k~ : (H(nm)) -1 (t - Co2n) <. Qn(t) <. Wn, k',' : (H(nm)) - l  (t + c02n), (4.12) 
where U n =kn(t -c02n)  and k" =kn(t+Co2n) defined by (4.10) clearly satisfy k~/n(m) 
t, ktnt/n(m) --+ t as  n --+ oo.  Consequently, (4.11) and (4.12) yield the desired strong 
consistency. 
We summarize the previous development in the following result. 
Theorem 4.2. Let Qn(t) be 9iven by (4.1) with #~ = H~ m) as defined previously and 
assume that k is a (density) kernel with support C [-co, co]. Then, if  (4.9) is satisfied 
Q,(t) ' ~t a.s. (4.13) 
Remark. It is noteworthy that for the validity of (4.13), no speed of convergence to
zero for the sequence of windows {2n} was required. 
Turning now to the Bahadur epresentation f Qn(t), we shall need to assume that 
H (m) is twice differentiable at~t with (H(m))'(~t)=h(m)(~t) > 0. Let {kn} be a sequence 
of integers (1 <~ k, <~ n(m)) satisfying k#/n(m) - t = o(en) as n + oo, where gn --+ 0 
(e~ > 0) such that for all n sufficiently large, ne2(logn)-l(h(m))2({t)/m ~>Cl > 1. Then 
by Theorem 3.1 of Choudhury and Serfling (1988) we have the a.s. representation 
l [n~m) - H(m)(~t)] + O(g2n V cln/2n-l/2 ). (4.14) 
We are now able to prove the following result. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the condition of  Theorem 4.2 on k is satisfied and H (m) is 
twice differentiable with h(m)(~t) > O. Then, /f ).n=O (V~n ~) as n --+ ~ and ne3:O( l )  
as n ~ cx~, we have a.s. 
l [ t -H(nm)(~t) ]q -O(~/ -~)  n - - -~ .  (4 .15)  On(t) = ~t + h(m)(¢t---'- ~ 
Proof. With k" as defined above, it is clear that k'/n(m)-t=O(2n+n-(ml)) as n ~ ~ and 
a similar statement holds for k". Therefore, in view of (4.14), a "squeezing" argument 
applied to (4.12) immediately yields the validity of (4.15). 
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It should be noted that i f  en ~ (const.)(n -1 logn)  1/2, we obtain a Bahadur rep- 
resentation with the remainder term O(n-3/g(logn) 1/4) a.s.. As observed earlier, the 
advantage of  such a strong representation result is that it allows us to get many inter- 
esting asymptotic onclusions for Qn(t). We illustrate this point by stating a law of the 
iterated logarithm which can be derived by standard results on U-statistics (Serfling, 
1980, Chapter 5) in combination with (4.15). 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are 
q~y(Xl,...,Xm) = l{h(m)(xl . . . .  ,Xm) <~ y} and 
• ..... '}} ,  
where )-~A denotes ummation over all permutations of  (1 . . . . .  m). I f  
~r~ = Var{~t(~l)} > 0 
we have a.s. 
v/-n(Qn( t) - ~t )h(m)( ~t )
l imsuPn~°°  (2m2at 2 log logn)k = 1. 
satisfied. Let 
(4.16) 
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